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Schréder (http://www.schreder.com/en-gb), the global leader in LED lighting solutions, today announces

the release of its new LED Handrail lighting solution for pedestrian walkways.



The Handrail by Schréder (http://www.schrederled.co.uk/product/led-handrail/) is manufactured from grade

316 stainless steel and features a brand new LED lighting module which seamlessly integrates into the

Handrail giving smooth to touch finish.  



The LED module includes the Schréder LensoFlex®2 photometric engine, which associates each LED with a

specific lens to generate complete photometric distribution.  This makes lighting sustainable and

efficient by generating emissions savings and lowering total cost of ownership.  



The Handrail can also be equipped with a Back Light Control system, which places emphasis on the

minimisation of glare and unwanted light pollution.  The modular LED Handrail system is available in a

range of lengths, from 1000mm to 2000mm, and can be tailored to suit a variety of interior and exterior

applications.



To support its customers Schréder offers a complete end-to-end LED Handrail solution, from initial

concept through to design, installation and ongoing maintenance.



Adam Rice, Marketing Manager, Schréder comments, “The Handrail provides safety and guidance for

pedestrians and offers a perfect integrated lighting solution for areas where high volumes of pedestrian

traffic are common.”  



“The striking design features and use of light allows the Handrail to architecturally enhance its

environment while providing essential safety requirements for pedestrian footfall.”



Schréder will be exhibiting its new LED Handrail at Lux Live 2016 (http://luxlive.co.uk/) from 23 to 24

November at EXCEL in London.



-ends-



About Schréder:



Schréder has been providing high quality lighting products since 1977 and has grown to be one of the

UK’s largest suppliers of street lighting and exterior decorative lighting equipment.  Schréder works

in partnership with customers, creating the perfect balance of efficiency, connectivity and performance

to deliver stunning projects that go far beyond simple lighting.



Technical quality and aesthetic design are at the heart of the company’s philosophy and coupled with

its customer focussed work ethic, this has led Schréder to develop the most cost effective, energy

efficient exterior lighting innovations on the market today.
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